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Practice Management: A term that has certainly come into play in the last decade or two. Dental practices of a few decades ago allowed dentists to do specifically that: practice dentistry.

As they say, “the times, they are a changin’.” Recently, I attended a practice management course that compared the number of hours a dentist spends in clinical care with the number required to do “paperwork.” I was amazed! During the 1980’s, for every 35 hours of clinical practice a dentist spent less than one hour managing the practice. That equates to just under 3% of time used to control the production of the other 97%. Just twenty years later, management time had increased to 8%. Interestingly, the 2.5x increase in time allotted for business operations, resulted in an average of 24% increase in production. Yes, a dental practice is no longer just a practice; it is a hard-working business entity that requires much more than just creating wonderful smiles.

In the last issue’s editorial I made the statement, “You talk, we listen.” Many of your comments have requested that we provide additional articles and information on how to run our practices and discuss those issues that will affect the profession in upcoming years. This issue of your Journal addresses a theme that is often requested: Practice Management.

Your editorial staff and board have worked hard to bring you a diverse range of articles that inform you on how to make better decisions in your practice operations, and that provide some vision for the future. Ultimately, we are all after the same thing; better care delivered to our patients using the most efficient methods with the fewest diversions.

In the last several weeks, I have had the opportunity to speak to many recent graduates who have been in practice less than two years. They all report the same thing. They love the clinical patient care, but get frustrated dealing with the business end of the practice. Federal mandates, escalating overheads, higher patient demands and stricter practice guidelines, just to name a few, continue to infiltrate our practices and will for years to come. As a result, efficient “practice management” is critical.

I hope you enjoy this practice management issue of the Oklahoma Dental Association Journal. I’d love to keep on writing, but I don’t have the time I need to get all my paperwork done at the office so I can see my patients next Monday.
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SEPTEMBER

1st
> ODA Offices Closed

8th
> ODF Mobile Dental Unit - Caring Hands/McAlester - 9:30 AM

9th
> ODF Mobile Dental Unit - AK Verdigris Valley Community Center/Porter - 9:30 AM
> OCDS Board Meeting - ODA - 6:00 PM

10th
> Children’s Oral Health Coalition Meeting - ODA - 10:00 AM

11th
> OCDS Golf Tournament - 1:00 PM

12th
> Leadership Summit Task Force - ODA - 9:00 AM
> Membership Task Force - ODA - 10:00 AM

15th
> Retired Dentists Lunch - ODA - 11:30 AM

19th
> ODA Council on Budget and Finance - ODA - 1:00 PM

20th
> 12th District Pre-Caucus - Dallas

21st
> 12th District Pre-Caucus - Dallas

26th
> ODA Risk Management Seminar - OKC - 9:00 AM

OCTOBER

3rd
> Adopt-a-Dentist Orientation & Lunch - ODA - 10:30 AM

8th
> Children’s Oral Health Coalition Meeting - ODA - 10:00 AM

9th
> DentFest - OUCOD - 5:00 PM

10th
> Adopt-a-Dentist Orientation & Lunch - ODA - 10:30 AM

13th
> ODF Mobile Dental Unit - Caring Hands/McAlester - 9:30 AM

14th
> ODF Mobile Dental Unit - AK Verdigris Valley Community Center/Porter - 9:30 AM
> OCDS Board Meeting - ODA - 6:00 PM

15th - 21st
> ADA Annual Meeting - San Francisco

20th
> Retired Dentists Lunch - ODA - 11:30 AM

23rd
> OCDS Spouse Night - 6:00 PM

24th
> Annual Meeting Planning Committee - ODA - 1:00 PM
Dear Members:

You are probably aware there is an increasing trend of lawsuits and/or allegations stemming from practice-related Harassment, Discrimination, and Wrongful Termination. You can protect yourself with an Employment Practices Liability (EPL) insurance policy. Please allow me to introduce an ODA-endorsed EPL insurance policy I know will serve you and/or your practice well. But first, let’s see how you handle a short quiz on insurance.

**DENTISTRY INSURANCE 101 POP QUIZ**

#1. Which claim statistics best describe Employment Practices Liability for Oklahoma Dentists?

A. On average it cost $14,483.45 to defend each claim reported over the past three years. Two claims have exceeded the policy limits. The number of claims reported has increased 100% since 2003.

B. On average it cost $12,508.68 to defend and indemnify each claim reported since 2003. A single claim has not exceeded the policy limits to date. The number of claims reported has increased 27% since 2003.

#2. Currently your Professional Liability Insurance policy with Alexander & Strunk provides what amount of Employment Practices Liability Insurance?

A. $1,000,000 each occurrence / $3,000,000 aggregate with no deductible.

B. $25,000 of Defense ONLY with a $2,500 deductible.

#4. Independent Contractor DENTISTS and/or Employee DENTISTS can be held liable for Discrimination and Harassment.

A. True

B. False

#5. Patients and Vendors can hold you liable for Discrimination and Harassment.

A. True (this is called 3rd party coverage)

B. False

If your answers were A, B, A and A then you made a perfect score. Hopefully, these answers reminded you that you only have $25,000 for defense coverage under your Professional Liability and the EPL type of claims are becoming more frequent.

The claim facts described in 1.A show a need for additional EPL insurance. Therefore, we have worked out an EXCLUSIVE plan with an “A” rated company to provide ODA members with limits up to $1,000,000 with unlimited defense AND 3rd party coverage.

Our office will continue to recommend and offer you various types of insurance where we believe there is a need. I strongly encourage you to purchase EPL insurance as you continue to practice dentistry. Please call our office to discuss.

Sincerely,

Joe L. Strunk
President
Alexander & Strunk, Inc.

Wisdom Teeth

Wisdom teeth are the third and final set of molars that most people get in their late teens or early twenties. Sometimes these teeth can be a valuable asset to the mouth when healthy and properly aligned, but more often, they are misaligned and require removal.

Wisdom teeth present potential problems when they are misaligned – they can position themselves horizontally, be angled toward or away from the second molars, or be angled inward or outward. Poor alignment of wisdom teeth can crowd or damage adjacent teeth, the jawbone, and/or nerves. Wisdom teeth can lean toward the second molars making them more vulnerable to decay by entrapping plaque and debris. In addition, wisdom teeth can be entrapped completely within the soft tissue and/or the jawbone, or only partially break through or erupt through the gum. Teeth that remain partially or completely entrapped within the soft tissue and /or the jawbone are termed “impacted”. Wisdom teeth that only partially erupt allow an opening for bacteria to enter around the tooth and cause an infection, which can result in pain, swelling, jaw stiffness, and general illness. Partially-erupted teeth are also more prone to tooth decay and gum disease because their hard-to-reach location and awkward positioning makes brushing and flossing difficult.

Wisdom Tooth Extraction

An oral and maxillofacial surgeon or your dentist can remove (extract) a wisdom tooth. The procedure can often be done in the dentist's or surgeon's office. You may have the surgery in the hospital, especially if you are having all your wisdom teeth extracted at one time or if you are at high risk for complications. If you have an infection, surgery will usually be delayed until the infection has cleared up. Your doctor or dentist may have you take antibiotics to help heal the infection.

Before removing a wisdom tooth, your dentist will give you a local anesthetic to numb the area around the tooth. A general anesthetic may be used, especially if several or all of your wisdom teeth will be removed at the same time. A general anesthetic prevents pain in the whole body and will make you groggy or cause you to sleep through the procedure. Your dentist will probably recommend that you don’t eat or drink after midnight on the night before surgery, so you are prepared for the anesthetic.

To remove the wisdom tooth, your dentist will open up the gum tissue over the tooth and take out any bone that is covering the tooth. He or she will separate the tissue connecting the tooth to the bone and then remove the tooth. Sometimes the dentist will cut the tooth into smaller pieces to make it easier to remove.

After the tooth is removed, you may need stitches. Some stitches dissolve over time and some have to be removed by the dentist after a few days. Your dentist will tell you whether he or she will need to remove your stitches. A folded cotton gauze pad placed over the wound will help stop the bleeding.

Ask your dentist about the positioning of your wisdom teeth. He or she may take an X-ray periodically to evaluate for the presence and alignment of your wisdom teeth. Your dentist may also decide to send you to an oral surgeon for further evaluation.
Do you have a colleague that should be recognized as Dentist of the Year? Do you know someone who has gone above and beyond the call of duty with his/her charitable and community work? The ODA will be recognizing members during the 2009 Annual Meeting Opening Session for outstanding achievement in the following areas:

**Dentist of the Year** –
The dentist selected as having made the greatest contribution to the advancement of dentistry in Oklahoma.

**Young Dentist of the Year** –
A new member dentist who exhibits an active interest in organized dentistry and the image of the dental profession. Candidates for this nomination should be a member of organized dentistry for five years or less.

**Thomas Jefferson Citizenship Award** –
A member dentist who has made significant contributions to community service and philanthropic works in the area of dentistry.

**Robert K. Wynne Public Information Award** –
A member dentist who has worked to advance the knowledge of dentistry and dental health through public education and public relations efforts.

**Dan E. Brannin Professionalism Award** –
The member dentist selected as having made significant contributions to the advancement of the principles and practice of ethics and professionalism in dentistry.

**Richard T. Oliver Legislative Award** –
A member dentist who has given outstanding effort and leadership in the Oklahoma legislative process on behalf of the Oklahoma Dental Association.

Nominations are now being accepted for 2009 ODA awards. **Nominations will be accepted until December 31, 2008.** Use the Oklahoma Dental Association Awards Nomination Form (on the adjacent page) to nominate an ODA member for an award. One form per individual nomination please. Nominations are only valid if the entire form is completed. Additionally, a letter of nomination describing the nominee’s accomplishments for the award must accompany the nomination form. Nominations are not valid without this letter of nomination.

Please return your nomination form(s) to the ODA:
405.848.8875 - Fax
or mail to: Oklahoma Dental Association
317 NE 13th Street, Oklahoma City, OK, 73104
Oklahoma Dental Association
2009 AWARDS NOMINATION FORM
DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS DECEMBER 31, 2008.

NOMINEE INFORMATION (please print clearly or type)

Name: ____________________________________________  Award Nomination for:
                                                ______ Dentist of the Year
Current Address: ____________________________________  ______ Young Dentist of the Year
City: ________________________________________________  Thomas Jefferson (Citizenship)
State: _________ Zip: ________________________________  ______ Robert K. Wynne (Public Info)
                                                ______ Dan E. Brannin (Professionalism)
                                                ______ Richard T. Oliver (Legislative)
Phone: _______ Fax: _______ ODA Member Since: ______

Date of Birth: _________ Email: _______________________  

NOMINATED BY

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________
City: ____________________ State: __________ Zip: ______

Phone: ___________ Email: ______________ Fax: ________

NATIONAL, STATE &/or LOCAL POSITIONS HELD

Organization/offices held: (please use additional pages as necessary)  Year

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

List all dental-related work experience in chronological order with dates: (please use additional pages as necessary)

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Please attach letters of recommendation, references and other documentation as necessary.

Submitted by: ________________________________ Signature: __________________

DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS DECEMBER 31, 2008.

Please use a separate form for each award nomination. Photo copies of this original form will be accepted. A letter of nomination must accompany each nomination describing the nominee’s accomplishments and other contributions.

Submit to: Oklahoma Dental Association, Attention: Member Awards, 317 NE 13th Street, Oklahoma City, OK 73104
After the 2006 elections, the Senate ended up in a tie: 24 Democrats and 24 Republicans. This resulted in a historic power-sharing agreement between the two parties, and marked the first time that Senate Republicans have ever had a say in running the chamber and setting the legislative agenda. While many pundits predicted gridlock in the Senate, I’m proud that the senators defied expectations by working together to do the people’s business.

My brother, Dr. Logan Coffee, is a dentist and a member of the ODA. He makes sure that I have an intricate understanding of dentistry issues. While a variety of health care issues are important to dentists, small business issues are also important.

Thankfully, the Legislature has made some progress on business issues in the past few years. We reformed the franchise tax to exempt businesses with a liability of less than $250. We are phasing out Oklahoma’s death tax, which will be completely eliminated by 2010. Senate Republicans will continue to push for more tax reforms to help small businesses when the Legislature reconvenes in 2009.

In 2007 the State Senate successfully passed a meaningful, comprehensive lawsuit reform bill for the first time ever. (The trial lawyers have historically been able to block all lawsuit reform legislation in the Senate.) These common sense reforms also passed the House, but the bill was vetoed by Gov. Henry. Lawsuit reform will be on the Senate’s agenda again in 2009, and I am hopeful we’ll be able to enact meaningful reforms.

Concerns about the high cost of workers compensation remains a high priority at the Legislature. Unfortunately, we’ve had some setbacks with the reforms passed in 2005, as the courts have stricken parts of the 2005 law. Workers comp continues to be a burden on Oklahoma businesses, so more reforms will be considered in upcoming legislative sessions.

The Legislature has funded the Oklahoma Dental Student Loan Repayment Program for three years in a row, as well as providing state assistance for the Mobile Dental Care Program. These programs are important to Oklahomans’ dental health.

Finally, let me offer a special thank you to Oklahoma dentists and your staff for promoting dental health in our great state.
ODA members join to present Representative Sullivan a campaign contribution from ADPAC. Forty dollars of your DENPAC dues support ADPAC to help support our friends in Congress.

Dr. Jim Torchia, Dr. Pamela Low, Representative Sullivan, Dr. Richard Haught and Dr. Steve Hogg.
Introducing ODA JOURNAL PROFILE: Dr. Jana Winfree, Our New State Dental Health Director

Jana Winfree received her Bachelor’s degree in Zoology from OU in 1981. She is a 1985 graduate of the OU College of Dentistry and has practiced dentistry in Oklahoma for more than two decades. Dr. Winfree grew up in Ada, OK, and often returns there to visit family. She is the mother of three: two sons who are university students and a daughter entering 7th grade.

Although Dr. Winfree has worked in a variety of dental positions over the last two decades, the common thread is a sense of public health. Highlights of this experience include 11 years at Neighborhood Services Organization, many years at Rose State College teaching community dentistry and clinical instruction to dental hygiene students, several years in nursing homes and residential facilities with a mobile dental unit, and as a dentist with the Cleveland County Health Department. Even though Dr. Winfree says there was never a grand plan in mind, she now feels fortunate that all these public health experiences prepared her for her new position as Chief of Dental Health Service for the State of Oklahoma.

ODA: What are your long-term goals in this new position?

JW: The state already has some fantastic ongoing programs and my long-term goals are to enhance and expand this work. Dental educators provide lessons to schools, daycares, nursing homes and many other community venues throughout the state and I want to make sure that this dental education reaches all vulnerable populations. Also, we now have recent dental school graduates that work in “in-need” counties for two years and receive a benefit of having portions of their dental school loans paid off. This kind of work serves at least 30% of Medicaid patients, so it is a win-win model for dental graduates and citizens that can certainly be replicated. Lastly, I see adding more county dental clinics that serve the uninsured scattered across the state (which is how I became aware of my new position). This is a critical public health issue that we must keep our eyes on as we look to the future.

ODA: What do you envision your toughest challenge in your new position will be?

JW: Changing from clinician to administration and learning all that it entails. I’m having to think differently and see things from another perspective. I need to see the State of Oklahoma as my patient, rather than each individual. I’ve got a lot to learn and the first step is taking time to listen. The second challenge is my wardrobe! All I’ve worn to work for the past 23 years has been scrubs and athletic shoes, so it’s been an adjustment to get up in the morning and put on professional business clothes. I think I can handle it.

ODA: What are some ways ODA members can assist the State Health Department’s dental health mission?

JW: These words in our mission statement “. . . help protect and promote good oral health for Oklahoma citizens” will resonate with a lot of ODA members. Volunteering time and dental expertise in the communities in which they live and work is a tangible way to make a difference. Also, ODA members can support state legislation to help meet our dental goals.
Whether it comes from staff, patients, vendors or contractors, a lawsuit could cause severe damage to your practice. No matter how frivolous the claim, your current Professional Liability Insurance Policy will only cover a fraction of the costs and you will be left to make up the difference. With limits up to $1,000,000.00 and unlimited defense and third party coverage, adding the ODA exclusive Employment Practice Liability plan will alleviate this threat and protect your practice.

Call our office for more information, question and concerns.

ALEXANDER & STRUNK
Insurance Professionals
405.751.8356  800.375.8356  www.strunkinsurance.com
Ms. Dopson-Hartley is known as the ‘real thing’ of dental hygiene and for being one of the most profitable hygienists ever in both producing revenues and promoting treatment. Her extensive professional experience spans three decades as a full-time practicing hygienist, dental assistant, patient care coordinator, business office administrator, author, speaker, industry advisor and the former developer and co-editor-in-chief for a reality publication that evaluated and rated hygiene products in the dental industry. She is currently the Hygiene Professional Manager for Zenith Dental.

The Business of Dental Hygiene
Six (6) Hours of CE Available
Friday, April 24, 2009
8:00 am – 11:00 am and 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Lecture format
Recommended for dental hygienists

When you see this title, what comes to mind? Perhaps a treadmill where high volume and financial reward are the focus? Or possibly, a hygiene department where quality patient care and profitability are congruent, operating with systems that would not allow one to compromise the other? A thriving hygiene department has a major influence on the overall success of the practice. Not only are hygiene services important to overall patient health, they’re essential in terms of referral-generating potential, pure sales power, patient retention and practice growth. Also, a profitable hygiene department allows dental practices to afford the equipment and supplies needed to deliver the quality care. Learn the costs associated with the daily operations of running the hygiene department and patient care. After completing this program, the dental professional should be able to:

- Develop a productive hygiene department where quality patient care and profitability are congruent, operating with systems and protocols that would not allow one to compromise the other.
- Increase compelled target patient referrals while building the active recall list without increasing the doctor’s workload or overhead.
- Implement and work a practical, effective, realistic and successful soft tissue management program for today’s patient-focused, real world.
- Increase hygiene net profits $70,000 to $100,000 per year.
Professional Practice Associates is the dental practice transition specialist who helps you achieve your dreams! We understand that buying or selling a dental practice can be overwhelming, but we draw from our years of experience to make the transition as smooth as possible.

Partner with a company who focuses on your best interests and wants to see you succeed. Call De' Max Wilson at 405.350.8784 to schedule a free consultation, or visit www.ppa-brokers.com to request your Dental Practice Transition Kit today.

Dentists Have
A SWEET TOOTH TOO!

CRAVE A MORE PROFESSIONAL IMAGE?
SATISFY YOUR TASTE FOR EFFECTIVE
WEB DESIGN WITH FORGE MULTIMEDIA.

A professionally designed website is invaluable in promoting your practice to prospective patients. More than ever before, patients are researching dentists via the internet before making a choice. You have one chance to make a first impression...how does your website compare?

Forge Multimedia offers a complete workflow from web development and graphic design to brochures, letterhead and business card printing...even marketing consultation.

Call us today to discuss what Forge Multimedia can do for you!

Forge Multimedia™
405.348.1234 • WWW.FORGEMULTIMEDIA.COM

WEB DEVELOPMENT • GRAPHIC DESIGN • BROCHURES • BUSINESS CARDS • LETTERHEAD • DIRECT MAIL • ON-HOLD AUDIO
In practice
How going digital will affect the dental office

Allan G. Farman, BDS, PhD, DSc, MBA; Claudio M. Levato, DDS, FACP; David Gane, DDS; William C. Scarfe, BDS, MS, FRACDS

A B S T R A C T

Background and Overview. The impact of digital imaging on dental practice depends upon the degree of planning conducted before implementation. Digital technologies have the potential to improve diagnosis; facilitate patient treatment procedures; and streamline storage, transfer and retrieval. These technologies also provide for secure backup of patients’ image data, critical to re-establishing the practice should fire, flood or earthquake occur.

Conclusions. The decision to invest in digital radiographic equipment should be a simple one for dental practitioners. Although digital x-ray sensors have long equaled analog film for diagnostic tasks, they have several advantages over film radiography, including immediate image production with solid-state devices; interactive display on a monitor with the ability to enhance image features and make direct measurements; integrated storage with access to images through practice management software systems; security of available backup and off-site archiving; perfect radiographic duplicates to accompany referrals; security mechanisms to identify original images and differentiate them from altered images; the ability to tag information such as a patient identifier, date of exposure and other relevant details; and interoperability of the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine file format.

Clinical Implications. Most clinicians should contemplate integrating, at a minimum, intraoral digital x-ray sensors and a digital panoramic system into their practices.

Key Words. Dental radiography; Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine; digital imaging; interoperability.

JADA 2008;139(6 supplement):14S-19S.
be equivalent to film in terms of diagnostic yield. However, with regard to record keeping, backup, transmission of images and integration with the practice management system and other digital diagnostic inputs, digital radiography outperforms film. Digital radiographic and photographic visible light images are the building blocks that eventually will take the dentist from the role of freehand artist to that of an architect of dental care. The computer is the major enabling technology.

ADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY

The decision to invest in digital radiographic equipment should be a simple one for dental practitioners, even though the capital costs may be high. While digital x-ray sensors have long equaled analog film for diagnostic tasks, they have several advantages over film radiography, including the following:

- immediate image production with solid-state devices such as a charge-coupled device (CCD) and a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS);
- interactive display on a monitor with the ability to enhance image features and make direct measurements;
- integrated storage, providing access to images through practice management software systems;
- security of available backup and off-site archiving;
- perfect image duplicates to accompany referrals to other practitioners;
- security mechanisms to identify original images and differentiate them from altered images;
- ability to tag information such as a patient identifier, date of exposure and other relevant details;
- interoperability of the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) (National Electrical Manufacturers Association, Rosslyn, Va.) file format, which enables practitioners with different equipment and software to view and enhance the same images.

Most dental practitioners should contemplate integrating, at a minimum, intraoral digital x-ray sensors and a digital panoramic system. These are important, irrespective of specialty. Orthodontists and maxillofacial surgeons need a cephalometric system to obtain images of the patient’s entire head. They should decide whether their practice would benefit by converting from traditional x-ray film to 2-D digital images versus the three-dimensional capabilities of cone beam computed tomographic (CBCT) x-ray systems. CBCT is rapidly becoming the standard of care for such procedures as dental implantation. The figure shows the possible components of an integrated digital dental office.

Levels of integration. The level of integration will depend on the desire and capability of each practitioner. Practitioners have four distinct choices regarding digital x-ray imaging integration.

- Analog only: Stay with analog radiography using silver halide film. The advantages are no immediate outlay of capital. The disadvantages are that practices experience none of the benefits of digital technology and face the likelihood of eventual obsolescence.
- Hybrid: Combine the strengths of digital systems and analog film. The advantages are a decreased immediate investment. The disadvantages are decreased access to the benefits of digital technology and the continued costs of maintaining an analog system.
- Completely filmless (digital imaging, but not integrated with a digital practice management system): The advantages include having a greater ability to manage the radiographic component of the practice and the benefits of digital radiology applications. The disadvantages are the lack of a completely digital practice record and the capital costs and ongoing maintenance costs.
- Completely digital: This is the integrated digital practice. The advantages are improved efficiency and management of all clinical, administrative and communication practice applications. The disadvantages are the capital costs and ongoing maintenance and training costs.

Practical applications of a fully digital environment. Starting with the acquisition of data and including the use of electronic charting, digital radiographic images, photographic images and dictated or typed progress notes, the practi-
tioner now has a complete dental record that is secure and accurate. He or she can share any part of this record internally with staff members or externally with insurance companies and/or dental laboratories, as well as use this record for referrals.

One of the most powerful outcomes of integrated technology is the potential to organize the pertinent data in a format that is readily available to educate the patient in real time. Use of the patient’s own images helps accelerate his or her acceptance of dental care. When the practitioner combines this visual information with available electronic patient education programs, he or she has provided a credible second opinion on the same day as the consultation.

With digital technology, the dentist can read radiographs and plan treatment in any location that has a workstation. This allows the dentist to take advantage of any open time and provides him or her with immediate access to the patient information. Using multiple windows, monitors and/or a laptop computer connected to the network facilitates multitasking for the dentist. Specifically, it allows the dentist to work with multiple images, as well as charting programs and treatment planning programs, thus greatly reducing the time needed to create treatment options for patients. If the practitioner is connected to the Internet, this also enables him or her to share information with a colleague who may need to be part of the patient’s care.

**Approach to integration.** Regardless of how the dentist decides to approach technology integration, he or she needs a plan. For an existing practice, a gradual approach is acceptable. For example, the dentist can begin with one sensor attached to a solitary personal computer, which permits a relatively inexpensive trial of the technology and minimizes the learning curve while stimulating the attention of the dental team. For a new facility or an office that is to undergo a complete renovation, we advocate total networking. For a newly opened general practice, the clinician might consider replacing a traditional film full-mouth series with digital imaging with digital technology.
panoramic images in addition to bitewings and selected periapical radiographs. As with any new technology, developing competency in digital imaging involves a learning period for the practitioner trained in film radiography. However, in our experience, students who have been trained in both analog film and digital x-ray systems find the latter to be easier to learn.

**Before buying.** Digital radiography is not inexpensive. Hence, clinicians should “test drive” several systems to determine which sensor and software fulfill the needs and style of the practice. The appropriate place to evaluate such systems is the dentist’s own office, where he or she can compare products in a standardized manner with images that are not preselected. This usually is possible while the vendor’s representative is present. In addition, it is important to work in one’s own office environment to determine whether the existing x-ray generators are acceptable or should be replaced. Only in the dentist’s own office environment can he or she examine the ergonomics of using the system and plan integration.

**HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS**

**Sensor type.** **CCD and CMOS.** The scientific literature reveals little difference between the CCD and CMOS chips for solid-state imaging in terms of physical image properties.12 The CMOS chip, however, requires less energy, so it is possible to connect it directly to the computer via a universal serial bus (USB) rather than needing an additional external signal amplifier. Furthermore, CMOS technology has permitted the development of wireless sensors. However, the latter will involve the additional cost of disposable batteries. Solid-state sensors typically range in cost from $5,000 to $8,000 each, with wireless sensors costing up to 50 percent more. Solid-state x-ray sensors produce an almost immediate radiographic image.

**Photostimulable phosphor plate.** An alternative to solid-state technology is the photostimulable phosphor plate (PSP). The advantage of this technology is that the sizes of the phosphor plates are almost identical to those of traditional film radiographs. The disadvantages include a propensity of intraoral sensors to degrade owing to scratching, the time needed to prepare and package the plates, and the time needed to scan with a laser the exposed plates to process the latent image. Producing an image with PSP is not immediate. The cost of PSP plates varies from tens to hundreds of dollars depending on the size of the plate.

**Number of sensors.** In deciding the number of intraoral solid-state sensors to purchase, the dentist should factor in the need for cold disinfection of sensors between patients, the flow of patients through the office, and the various sizes and shapes required for patients of different ages and sizes. Clinicians need not buy all of their sensors from a single vendor as long as the systems are DICOM-conformant and the images produced are interoperable.1 It is always prudent to insist that the vendor, as a condition of purchase, integrate the selected system into the existing practice management system. For PSP devices, clinicians should purchase at least twice the number of plates as the practice uses in a given period to allow sufficient time for them to be erased and repackaged before reuse. They also should purchase additional plates to replace those damaged by wear and tear.

**Sensor specifications.** Most, if not all, current systems are adequate in terms of contrast and spatial resolution. When it comes to diagnostic quality, the clinician should trust his or her own eyes.

**Physical connection to computer.** Clinicians can choose between wired and wireless sensors for solid-state technology (CMOS using radio frequency [RF] transmission) and for PSP. If a wire is used to attach the sensor to the computer, ensure that the length of the wire is sufficient for the working environment. If the practice is using a wireless system, however, it is important to make sure that the permitted range of a wireless RF or Bluetooth system is adequate. Placement of the wire also is important, as it can have implications for the types of exposures that can be made. If, for example, the dentist wants the instant image feature of a solid-state intraoral sensor and also wishes to obtain vertical bitewing radiographs, he or she should use a sensor with the wire attached at the back; otherwise, it is acceptable to use a sensor with the wire attached at one end.

**Sensor sizes.** When evaluating different systems in the office with patients during vendor demonstrations, dentists should make sure that the range of available sensor sizes is acceptable. In our experience, sensor sizes no. 2 and no. 1 are useful, whereas size no. 0 is of limited utility. Regarding the thickness of CCD and CMOS intraoral sensors, we find that slightly thicker sensors are easiest to place, as they do not cut into the patient’s tissues.
Sensor positioning devices. The positioners are not much different from those used with intraoral film radiography.

Computer requirements. In general, if a computer is more than one year old, it is probably worth upgrading the computer system when investing in digital imaging. Dentists should not try to skimp on random access memory (RAM), read-only memory or speed. As a rule of thumb, 4 gigabytes of RAM is optimal. The processor speed of the central processing unit should be at least 3 gigahertz. A terabyte of storage is not excessive for the server, and mirrored storage drives are desirable. In a networked environment with a dedicated server, workstations do not need much storage capacity, so a hard drive of 500 GB is adequate. Extra slots and USB connections are always useful.

Storage. Digital file storage need not be expensive. Dentists can purchase a terabyte of storage capacity for less than $500. All data should be backed up locally (by using mirrored drives—two drives that contain the exact same information) and at a secure remote site several miles from the practice. A simple means of backup is a removable drive that can be copied to the secure remote system on a daily basis. Keep in mind that the practice is the patient data, not the physical equipment. The dentist can replace physical equipment readily, but he or she must carefully protect unique patient data.

Monitor selection. The physical specifications and settings of the monitor ultimately will determine the appearance of any digital image, as well as the image of the practice to patients. Flat panel monitors look modern, cathode ray tube (CRT) monitors look like antiques. Flat panel monitors are economical with regard to space, while CRT monitors are inefficient. Dentists should purchase a high-resolution monitor with a wide grayscale contrast capability. In most cases, an upper-end nonmedical-grade monitor is sufficient for administrative or nonclinical locations. In the operatory, we recommend medical-grade flat-plane monitors that have sealed nonglare glass fronts. This is most consistent with infection control protocols, permitting disinfection along with the rest of the operatory between patients.

Printer. It is not essential to have a printer if practitioners and other third parties to whom the dentist transmits images can handle digital images transmitted as DICOM files. The printed image invariably is of lower quality than the originally displayed image, and clinicians should not consider it to be diagnostic.

Networking. To achieve a fully integrated practice, we prefer a hard-wired network over a wireless network. However, depending on space requirements and accessibility, the practice can use a combination of both. Keep in mind that wireless applications are more susceptible to electrical interference, are less secure and are slower in transmitting larger file sizes (such as images from high-end digital cameras or volumetric radiographic images). The maximum wireless data transmission speed is 55 megabits per second, while the maximum speed of a hard-wired category 5E cable is about 350 Mb per second and that of a category 6 cable is 1 gigabit per second.

The quality of the diagnostic image depends on the weakest link in the imaging chain. Clinicians should consider this when deciding whether or not to upgrade the x-ray generator. Typically, they should replace x-ray units that are more than 10 years old, but newer units also should be replaced if the timer is incapable of making reproducible short exposures or if the image quality is suboptimal.

SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

Operating system. The operating system must be compatible with the digital imaging system, and it also must be compatible with other software used on the same computer or network. At the time of purchase, the dentist must be assured that the vendor will update the digital imaging system to be compatible with future modifications made to the computer operating system.

File format. The American Dental Association has resolved that interoperability should be established according to the DICOM standard. DICOM is a standard of the International Organization for Standardization. Dentists need to make sure that the system they purchase conforms with the DICOM standard and permits the export and import of DICOM files. File interoperability protects patients’ data and the dentist’s investment so that he or she cannot be “held hostage” by the proprietary file formats of an individual vendor.

Ergonomics. The digital imaging system should require a minimum number of keystrokes and preliminary screens. The dentist and staff members should be sure that they have no problems using the software.

Integration. Ideally, digital images are acces-
sible via the practice management software. Leading practice management software systems provide for the importation of images in DICOM format. The DICOM image file tags can populate new patient information, saving staff members’ time and reducing the likelihood of making errors.

**MAINTENANCE**

Warranty. Digital imaging systems are a fairly expensive investment. Thus, the manufacturer’s warranty is important. Practitioners should read the small print carefully to ensure that their investment will be protected adequately.

Hardware service contract. We recommend that dentists obtain a hardware service contract. For intraoral solid-state sensors, this should provide for overnight replacement. In our experience, hardware failure is unusual; however, when it does occur, immediate replacement is needed.

Software service/update contract. A software service contract, including upgrades, is needed, and it should include support when the computer operating system or practice management software is upgraded.

Before purchasing a system, the dentist should call technical service to make sure that someone answers the telephone. Continued technical support should be part of the warranty and maintenance contract.

Several companies have been in the dental digital radiography business for more than one decade. Such long-term survival suggests that customers are satisfied. While past performance is no guarantee of future results, it certainly is a factor in determining the company with which to work.

Costs. To determine the total costs of going digital, the dentist needs to consider the following:

- capital costs of hardware and software;
- continuing costs of disposable items (for example, plastic wraps for sensors);
- costs of secure data backup;
- maintenance costs;
- initial and ongoing training costs.

Dentists also should consider the costs that would apply if they decided not to go digital. These include film, processing solutions, processor maintenance, darkroom space, film mounts and storage of film radiographs.

**CONCLUSION**

We have given a brief synopsis of the factors involved in going digital with regard to dental imaging. Certainly, practice prestige and work flow ergonomics can be enhanced greatly by careful integration of digital imaging systems. The key to success is to assess the needs of the individual practice and to observe, in the practice setting, demonstrations of the systems under consideration. Digital intraoral radiography is a mature industry, with many vendors having survived one decade or more. Survival in the business is a good sign that consumers are happy with the products being marketed.

**Disclosure.** Dr. Gane is an employee of PracticeWorks Inc., Atlanta, and is a partner of Orbit Imaging Inc., Vancouver, British Columbia. The other authors did not report any disclosures.

That is the $64,000 Future Healthcare Question! If you can answer that one then you're ahead of the curve. But because there are so many related topics, we cannot even phrase the question properly. If we take a proactive position on the subject, we can be a part of the question itself...and of the answer as well.

So how to we take a proactive stance? Your American Dental Association House of Delegates took that position last year with Resolution 58H-2007 which states: That the ADA lobbying efforts emphasize that government dental programs prioritize resources for those most in need, and be it further, resolved, that a task force be appointed by the ADA President to include but not be limited to the Council on Dental Benefits Programs; Council on Dental Practice; Council on Government Affairs; Council on Access, Prevention and Interprofessional Relations; Council on Communications, and relevant consultants for the purpose of:

1. Defining the role of the ADA in the development of future universal healthcare programs
2. Developing goals and strategies to guide the Association’s advocacy efforts as it relates to potential universal healthcare
3. Reporting to the 2008 House of Delegates with recommended action items.

When delegates were surveyed during a discussion prior to the HOD meeting, a few key questions were asked. The first was “How likely will there be some sort of universal coverage program by 2012?” Secondly, “What is your prediction of the impact of universal healthcare coverage on dentistry?”

As you might suspect, 32% said it is very likely that a program would be in place by 2012. But 58% felt it would have a negative impact on dentistry. Thus, the position we take on this future healthcare coverage is paramount and emphasizes the need for this important task force.

What are the initial considerations of this task force? We received a presentation from Dr. Charles Smith, 6th district trustee and task force chair, at the 2008 ADA National Dental Benefits Conference. Among his points were the following:

- Whatever the American Dental Association recommends, it must also provide direction with the flexibility for negotiation.
- We must acknowledge that the ADA cannot enter into the debate with the same position as with the 1990's effort (Dentistry: Healthcare that Works).
- Discussion must be reframed from the oral health perspective for the ADA to be considered the leading advocate for the profession.
- Both the public and the policy makers are much more attuned to the issue of access to dental care.
- Work should be centered on a framework and concepts that are less rigid so that the ADA is able to maneuver and negotiate.

All these bullets say the same thing: It is a new battle. The strategy plan of a decade ago most likely will not apply to our approach today. A rigid position in the face of political dynamics is not likely to work to the best interest of all entities involved.

The mission statement of the task force addresses these bullets and statements very well; “Define the role of the ADA and dentistry in the development of future universal (and other) health care programs, and develop goals and strategies to guide the ADA’s advocacy efforts in this arena”.

It is important to note that the House of Delegates has not yet approved all of the task force’s findings presented here; these findings will be considered at the upcoming national meeting for changes and/or approval.

**Oral Health Care is Essential to Overall Health**

- Healthcare is a shared responsibility. No law, regulation, or mandate will improve the oral health of the public unless policy makers, patients and dentists work together with a shared understanding of the importance of oral healthcare and its relationship to overall health.
- Prevention pays. The key to improving and maintaining oral health is preventing oral disease. Community-based preventive initiatives, such as community water fluoridation, school-based screening, and sealant programs are proven and cost-effective measures. These should be integral to oral health programs and policies, and will provide the greatest benefits to those at the highest risk of oral disease.
- Improving Oral Health Literacy Makes Patients Better stewards of their own health. Patients, parents, care-givers and others need to understand the importance of good oral health, oral hygiene fundamentals, diet and nutritional
guidelines, the need for regular dental care and, in many cases, how to navigate the system to get dental care.

• Patients need a dental home. All patients should have an ongoing relationship with a dentist with whom they can collaboratively determine preventive and restorative treatment appropriate to their needs and resources.

**Access is a Key to Good Oral Health**

• Improving Oral Health in America requires a strong public health infrastructure to overcome obstacles to care. The current dental public health infrastructure is insufficient to address the needs of the disadvantaged groups. Efforts to improve access to dental care require investment in the nation’s public health infrastructure. The ADA recognizes that community-based disease prevention programs must be expanded and barriers to personal oral health care eliminated, if we are to meet the needs of the population.

• Reimbursement Matters. Increased access to care for people covered by government-assisted dental programs depends on fair and adequate provider reimbursement rates. The vast majority of government programs are so seriously under-funded that dentists cannot recover the cost of materials used in providing care.

• Improving access in underserved areas requires extra market incentives. Federal, state, and local governments must develop financial incentives, such as student loan forgiveness, tax credits or other subsidies, to encourage dentists to locate their offices in areas that cannot otherwise support private dental practice.

• Patients with the greatest need must be first in line for care. Under-funded government programs fail to provide minimally adequate care to all they purport to cover. Funding should be prioritized so that those with the greatest need and those who will most benefit from care are first in line. For example, people needing emergency care and children needing diagnostic and preventive care should take precedence over other underserved groups.

• Cost-effective allocation of limited government funds is essential. The relentless upward spiral of health care spending heightens the fierce competition among policy priorities for public dollars. With very limited government resources, children, pregnant women, the vulnerable elderly, and individuals with special needs should also be covered. Limited government resources should allow for additional routine dental care coverage for all underserved populations as well as diagnostic and preventive for adults. With sufficient funding, complex or comprehensive care should also be covered.

• The government must fund public health benefit programs adequately. Programs such as Medicaid and the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) must ensure that vulnerable children and adults with inadequate resources have access to essential oral health care. Programs such as Medicaid must cover dental benefits for adults. Children in low-income families who are not eligible for Medicaid must have access to essential oral healthcare through SCHIP. Eligibility should reflect regional differences in the cost of living and purchasing power.

**We Must Build on Current Successes**

• Open markets ensure competition and innovation. The dental private practice delivery system, which operates almost entirely separate from its medical counterpart, serves the vast majority of Americans well. While a fully functional public health infrastructure is essential, efforts to broaden access to care for people who currently are underserved would be best accomplished by bringing more people into the private practice system.

• Private dental benefits work. Independent companies selected in an open market should administer benefits. Experience in other countries has
shown that a single-payer system would stifle access, innovation, and reduce the quality of patient care.

- Universal dental coverage mandates will not solve the access to care problem. Developing federal and state government programs that address not only funding but also non-economic barriers to care are necessary. The great majority of Americans already have access to dental care and millions can afford care without having dental benefits. The government can use tax policy to encourage small employers and individuals to purchase dental benefit plans in the private sector or develop cooperative-purchasing alliances for the segment of the population with privately funded care.

- Fostering the next generation of dentists must be a priority. Having a sufficient number of dentists to provide care to all who require it depends on many critical factors, including sufficient government support of dental higher education, overcoming current faculty shortages, providing affordable student loan programs, advanced public health training, and ensuring the financial viability of dental practices.

- Patients must receive care from a properly educated and trained oral health workforce. The U.S. dental delivery system owes much of its success to the team model, which includes dental hygienists and assistants working under the supervision of a licensed dentist. While many underserved communities might benefit from the addition of specially trained and culturally prepared dental support personnel, appropriate education, training, and dental supervision are essential to ensure quality dental care.

The ADA and the ODA have come a long way in working toward the betterment of healthcare for all. One of the fundamental tenets of our profession is to advance the art and science of dentistry for all people everywhere. The task force is adhering to this tenet and will help insure that we continue to advance healthcare now and for years into the future.
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Removing the “Shield” that Minimizes New Patient Flow

By Dr. Richard Madow and Dr. David Madow

New patients are the lifeblood of dental offices. Successfully handling the initial phone call from potential new patients is critical to establishing these important relationships. Patients calling your practice for the first time may be dealing with numerous obstacles that are unknown to you. They may be fearful, or think the treatment will be too expensive, or perhaps they had a negative experience at another practice. It is your goal to put the patient at ease and address their concerns. Unfortunately, many practices put up an imaginary “shield” that prevents the patient from ever scheduling or keeping that first appointment.

How the “Shield” works

A “shield” is an unnecessary barrier or obstacle that causes practices to lose potential patients. Here are some examples of how a “shield” is used during a potential new patient call:

- Being inflexible in screening new patients. A potential patient calls and asks, “How much do you charge for a cleaning”? The dental team will not provide a quote over the phone, and instead, insists he/she come in for an exam and x-rays first. The potential patient only wants a cleaning, so the call is released. No appointment was made, the new patient is lost.
- Putting the caller on hold. The dental team is very busy. A potential new patient calls the office and is immediately placed on hold without an on-hold message, so they simply hang up. No appointment was made, the new patient is lost.
- Pre-judging a patient by his/her insurance. If the first (or second) question asked is the type of insurance the potential patient has, the patient might think the only thing the office cares about is being paid, rather than expert dental care. Or the potential patient might not have insurance or an insurance plan that is accepted by the practice, and gets embarrassed for having to admit this. No appointment is made, the new patient is lost.

Overcoming the “Shield” with the ALASKA System

In each of these situations, as during most telephone calls, there is a certain flow to the conversation. Correctly responding to that flow and using the appropriate communication techniques are important to handling the call successfully. We created the ALASKA System to teach dental teams how to properly communicate with callers, helping to secure the maximum number of new patient appointments.

- A – Answer the phone quickly and correctly, and don’t immediately put callers on hold.
  - Answer within two rings. If the phone is ringing more than twice, it’s time to add another person to the front office team.
  - Try to answer the phone with: “Dr. Jones’ office, this is Linda speaking. I can help you.” Identify the office, give your name, and say that you can help them. This projects confidence.
PARAGON consultants have closed thousands of transactions for our clients. Let us help you reach your professional goals, whether it be purchasing, selling or evaluating your practice.

Call 866.898.1867 or visit www.paragon.us.com for a complimentary consultation.
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Why postpone success? Make this the year your practice takes off!

L – Listen to what the caller is saying.
   – Don’t judge or predetermine need or try to quickly get off the phone so you can get back to more “important” tasks. Listen and respond to the person’s needs.

A – Analyze what they are saying to uncover hidden barriers or concerns.
   – Do they want an appointment but are fearful of pain? Are they concerned about the cost?

S – Solve their problem—this is your chance to shine.
   – If they call you with a problem, “I need a new dentist.” – Help them set the first appointment.
   – If they call with a concern, “My last dentist said I need a lot of expensive work, but I don’t have a lot of money.” – Explain how your practice makes treatment more affordable by offering a no-interest payment program like CareCredit, and explain how it works.

K – Kindness, say something nice to the caller
   – Assure them they’ve made the right decision, “You’re going to love Dr. Jones. He is so gentle!” Treat them like a friend. Be nice and kind first, then professional and businesslike.

A – Action, take action by asking them when they’d like to come in.
   – Offer several choices for appointment times and dates that are available, “Would you like to come in today at 2:30? Or on Thursday at 1:00?” – Seize the opportunity to appoint the patient whether he/she has asked for an appointment or not.

Remember, when a potential patient calls, the dental office’s main goal is to secure an appointment. Properly Answering, Listening, Analyzing, and Solving their problem will help that person feel important. Treating them with Kindness and taking Action by setting up their appointment will reinforce to them that they’ve made the right decision by calling you. Using the ALASKA System is a great way to help your patients feel good about their experience, and look forward to their first appointment.

Author Bio:
Drs. Richard and David Madow founded The Madow Group in 1989, an education and marketing company dedicated to helping dentists and their teams become more successful in their practices. They are internationally recognized by dental teams for their exciting seminars such as “How to Love Dentistry, Have Fun, and Get Rich,” “TBSE (The Best Seminar Ever),” and “How to Love Dentistry, Have Fun, and Get Rich—Even More.” The Madow Group can be contacted at 1-888-88-MADOW or www.madow.com.
PRACTICE FOR SALE: NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA. Grossing $827k in 30 hour week. Beautiful office and equipment. Five operators and one Hygiene. Owner will work for you. (405) 359-8784 FINANCING AVAILABLE.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: NORTHERN OKLAHOMA. Grossing $500,000 in 32 hour week. Four identical operators. Beautiful office and equipment. (405) 359-8784 FINANCING AVAILABLE.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: WEST-CENTRAL OKLAHOMA. Grossing $354,000 in 25 patient care hours. Three operators. Growing community. (405) 359-8784 FINANCING AVAILABLE.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: TULSA SUBURB. Grossing over $750k in 4 day week. Five operators, digital and Dentrix. Elec. Handpieces. (405) 359-8784 FINANCING AVAILABLE.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: TULSA. Grossing $351.5k in three day week. Five operators with hygiene. Huge potential for growth. (405) 35908784 FINANCING AVAILABLE.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: TULSA. Grossing $360k in four day week. Three and a half day week. Four operators. Minimal competition in area. (405) 359-8784 FINANCING AVAILABLE.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: S.E. OKLAHOMA. Produced $407.5k in three and a half day week. Forty new patients per month. Three operators. (405) 359-8784 FINANCING AVAILABLE.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: OKLA.CITY SUBURB. TWO day/week practice grossing $191K. Two ops and room for three. Dentrix. Excellent equipment. (405) 359-8784 FINANCING AVAILABLE.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: TULSA. Crossing $1.2M in four days. "BEAUTIFUL" office in fantastic location. Five operators with excellent equipment. (405) 359-8784 FINANCING AVAILABLE.


NW Oklahoma City Dental Practice For Sale. Modern office equipment. Collections exceed $400,000/year for information call D.R. Harris, CPA (405)812-3870

For Sale: Successful removable prosthetic practice located at highly visible location in Lawton for 28 yrs. One chair 650-square-foot office. Dentist retiring; low overhead; good growth potential general dentistry. 1-800-353-5770

STAFF DENTIST
CPH Health Services
The Citizen Potawatomi Nation Health Services, an AAAHC-accredited, tribally-operated health center providing medical, dental, and behavioral health services to American Indians and Alaskan Natives, has an immediate opening for a full-time staff dentist for an office-based practice in Shawnee, OK. The position requires no weekend or after hours work and no call. The dental staff is supported by on-site radiology, pharmacy, laboratory, and public health nursing departments, and the Citizen Potawatomi Nation offers loan pay-back options, generous salaries, excellent benefit packages including major medical, dental, vision, and pharmacy insurance for the provider and his/her immediate family. Oklahoma licensure required. Dentists claiming Indian Preference must submit proof of tribal membership with CV. For more information, please contact Randall Hall, rhall@potawatomi.org or (405) 273-5236.

Dental Transition Associates
Busy general practice. Claremore. Progressive and fast-growing community. 5 ops $81k per month in a 4 day week. Motivated selling dentist. New price. 877 477-9469 or 918 477-9469

Well-established general practice. SW OK City. Two ops plus two hygiene rooms. This busy practice draws from the interstate system in SW OK City & Tri-city areas. Grossing $570K 877 477-9469 or 877 477-9469

South Tulsa general practice. New equipment & recently redecorated. 5 ops. Grossing over $100K per month. 877 477-9469 or 918 477-9469

North of Tulsa Established general practice for sale. Four ops plus 2 hygiene ops.

South Tulsa general practice. Well established, excellent location, great exposure & good net. 877 477-9469 or 918 477-9469

South Tulsa Dental Suite for Lease
6141 E. 91st St., Tulsa, OK - 2500 square feet with six operators, reception room, consult room, laboratory, sterilization room, darkroom, pano space, private office, kitchen, three restrooms, fully wired for computer networking, attic storage, alarm system. Michael Unthank design - lease options are flexible. Please contact us at 918-748-8868 - Vaught, Burchard & Associates, Inc., 2902 S. Pittsburg Ave., Tulsa, OK 74114

Southwest OK
Grossing $500,000, 4 day week, four operators, nice stand alone brick office, 2,500 sq. feet. Dental hygienist, laboratory tech (in office), large drawing area of seven small towns. Hunting, fishing, nine-hole golf course. Industrial park, good schools. Contact 405-335-2263

PRODUCE $1,500 PER HOUR!!
Why Pay to Learn? We will teach you (for FREE) the greatest efficiency tips and state of the art style of dentistry available. Ever dream of the perfect situation to practice high-quality, fee-for-service dentistry, without all the headaches of running the business (I mean really, who can possibly do both these days with the demands of operating a practice???) A beautiful, large, private practice, with well-trained staff, and as many new patients as you can handle, all ready to go for you? And if you are unsure about the diagnosis/treatment options, you have several other quality docs to discuss the case with, in a supportive, relaxed setting. Well, finally there is such a place, and we are seeking only those doctors committed to high-quality, excellent pt care, and hard work. 6 Day Doctors see fewer pts than the norm, but produce more. We do more for our patients, such as: Open Monday-Saturday, using the best technology and having Specialists on staff. We do it ALL for our pts. We are growing, so we have Doctor (and staff) positions available.....so stop dreaming, and contact us. We are the way of the future... www.6daydental.com Email: doctors@6daydental.com

LOOKING FOR A HYGIENIST?
The Department of Dental Hygiene at the University of Oklahoma College of Dentistry has developed an email list of program graduates. If you have a job opportunity available, please email information to Dr. Jane Bowers at jane.bowers@ouhsc.edu. Dr. Bowers will email your information to all participating graduates.

Please include:
City or town
Specific days per week needed
Any pertinent information about your office that you would like to share
Contact Information
Our Mission - “Helping you make your transition smooth, effortless and confidential”.

We have assisted doctors in this process, whether buying or selling a practice, for the last fourteen years. If you are anticipating retiring from dentistry or selling your dental practice, our firm has the experience to be of great assistance to you in this transition.

DTA offers confidential support for dentists interested in buying and selling a practice. Our reputation as a full service practice transition expert enables us to find the right location for each client.

If you would like more information about our firm, have questions concerning your retirement, or the possible sale of your dental practice, please contact us.

Are You Prepared For The Road Ahead?

Professional Practice Associates is the dental practice transition specialist who understands that buying or selling a dental practice is a life-changing experience...we have been down that road personally! If you want to partner with a company who you can trust to focus on your needs in a personal way and on a professional level, please call us today at (405) 359-8784 to schedule a free consultation or request a Dental Practice Transition Kit by visiting our website at www.ppa-brokers.com. We’ll do everything we can to make the journey a great one.
ODA ENDORSED COMPANIES

BEING A MEMBER OF THE ODA DOES HAVE ITS ADVANTAGES!

ALEXANDER AS STRUNK
Insurance products for the practice and for the individual including:
- Professional liability
- Home & Auto
- Business office property
- Medical
- Worker’s compensation
- Long-term care
- Term life
- Employment practices liability
- Disability
- Accidental death & dismemberment
- Business overhead expense
- Employment Practices Liability
- Accidental Death & Dismemberment (405) 751-8356 or (800) 375-8356 – www.strunkinsurance.com

Other Insurance Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paid Dental</th>
<th>Direct Dental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Financial Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank of America</th>
<th>Bank of Oklahoma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODA personal/business credit card (800) 598-8791 Practice, practice sales &amp; acquisition financing (800) 491-3623 – <a href="http://www.bankofamerica.com">www.bankofamerica.com</a></td>
<td>*Section 125 Cafeteria Plan (405) 936-3765 or (405) 330-4003 <a href="http://www.bankofoklahoma.com">www.bankofoklahoma.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CareCredit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CareCredit</th>
<th>CareCredit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient payment plans (800) 800-5110 – <a href="http://www.carecreditworks.com">www.carecreditworks.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Travel Discounts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starwood</th>
<th>Hertz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Programs for the Office

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoreVault</th>
<th>I.C. System</th>
<th>LifeGuard Medical Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online data backup and recovery services (888) 356-2707 <a href="http://www.corevault.net/dataprotection/ODA">www.corevault.net/dataprotection/ODA</a></td>
<td>Account collection services (800) 685-0595 <a href="http://www.icsystem.com">www.icsystem.com</a></td>
<td>Automated external defibrillator discounts (866) 932-2331 <a href="http://www.lifeguardmed.com">www.lifeguardmed.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dell</th>
<th>LifeLock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discount on all Dimension desktops and inspiron notebooks (866) 467-3355 <a href="http://www.dell.com/epbbuy">www.dell.com/epbbuy</a></td>
<td>Identity theft protection services (877) LifeLock (877-543-3562) <a href="http://www.lifelock.com">www.lifelock.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DHL Express</th>
<th>ProSites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shipping service discounts (800) 636-2377 <a href="http://www.1800members.com/ada">www.1800members.com/ada</a></td>
<td>Website design and Internet marketing services (888) 932-3644 <a href="http://www.prosites.com/oda">www.prosites.com/oda</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRNA</th>
<th>RBS Lynk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bio-hazardous and sharps disposal, Amalgam, X-ray lead foils disposal, X-ray chemistry disposal (800) 360-1001 <a href="http://www.drna.com">www.drna.com</a></td>
<td>Electronic payment processing services (405) 476-5965 <a href="http://www.rbslynk.com">www.rbslynk.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRNA</th>
<th>OfficeMax</th>
<th>Solmetex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paychex</th>
<th>TeleCheck</th>
<th>TeleVox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payroll processing services (800) 729-2439 <a href="http://www.paychex.com">www.paychex.com</a></td>
<td>Electronic check acceptance (800) 884-3724 <a href="http://www.telecheck.com">www.telecheck.com</a></td>
<td>Message on hold and patient appointment confirmation (800) 644-4266 <a href="http://www.televox.com">www.televox.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifeguard Medical Solutions</th>
<th>TeleVox</th>
<th>The Dental Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automated external defibrillator discounts (866) 932-2331 <a href="http://www.lifeguardmed.com">www.lifeguardmed.com</a></td>
<td>Complete clinical record keeping system (800) 243-4675 <a href="http://www.thedentists.com">www.thedentists.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information on how you can start taking advantage of the ODA Member-only discounts offered by these ODA-endorsed companies, contact the company directly, or visit www.okda.org today!
Blue Sky Bio, LLC was founded almost a decade ago by practitioners, engineers and designers. Our mission was to create top quality, compatible implants and accessories at a reasonable cost. Mission accomplished. Our modern business model allows us to provide affordable pricing with quality. Today, our mission remains the same. We’re not just implant manufacturers, we’re innovators. Our implant lines boast a number of new design innovations which simplify implant placement and restoration while adding levels of safety, success and reliability for you and your patients.

At Blue Sky Bio, we like to think that we’re not just compatible with implants, we are compatible with you... the value & quality minded experienced practitioner.

Order online at www.blueskybio.com

BlueSkyBio

Blue Sky Bio, LLC is a FDA registered U.S. manufacturer of quality implants and not affiliated with Nobel Biocare or Straumann AG. SynOcta® is a registered trademark of Straumann AG and NobelReplace® is a registered trademark of Nobel Biocare.

*Note: Prosthetic platform compatibility only. Final osteotomies for Blue Sky Bio Trilobe implants should be made only with Blue Sky Bio smooth taper drills or non-stepped dense bone drills and taps. This is to prevent localized osteocompression.

**activFluor® surface has a modified topography for bone apposition on the implant surface without additional chemical activity.
Good for You. Good for Your Patients.

Nearly three out of every four practicing dentists in America participate in one or more of Delta Dental’s networks. It’s no wonder. Participation in the Delta Dental networks is not only good for your patients, but also good for your practice. No other dental benefits carrier offers the same level of expertise and commitment to oral health.

Fast, convenient claims processing!
- When you sign up for direct deposit you’ll receive your payment within 24-48 hours of the claim being processed
- Our average claims turnaround time is less than two business days

What you need, when you need it!
- Our Customer Service wait time is less than 33 seconds
- Our Customer Service team gets you the information you need—quickly and efficiently

Advancing greater access to oral health care and education!
- The DDOK Charitable Foundation has given nearly $2 million to support a variety of projects and initiatives
- Funding educational school programs, college scholarships, free and low-cost clinics across the state, and more

“Because where the need is great, the giving must be greater.”

Learn more at DeltaDentalOK.org